Year 2 Learning Overview
Music

Writing









Use appropriate size letters & spaces
Develop positive attitude & stamina for writing
Begin to plan ideas for writing
Record ideas sentence-by-sentence
Make simple additions & changes after proofreading
Use . ! ? , and ’
Use simple conjunctions e.g. “but” and “and”
Begin to expand noun phrases






Jigsaw

Phonics
Spell by blending into sounds
Learn to spell common ‘exception’ words
Spell using common suffixes, etc.

Reading









Develop phonics until decoding secure
Read common suffixes
Read & re-read phonic-appropriate books
Read common ‘exception’ words
Discuss & express views about fiction, nonfiction & poetry
Become familiar with & retell stories
Ask & answer questions; make predictions
Begin to make inferences

to be able to memorise and repeat a
variety of songs and rhymes
to be able to march, move or pass something to the beat
to be able to perform a series of different actions while singing a song
to be able to copy a simple melody on
your own

Jigsaw brings together PSHE Education
(Personal, Social, Emotional and Health)
emotional literacy, and social skills .
Jigsaw is designed as a whole school approach, with all year groups working on the
same puzzle piece ( theme) at the same time.

Maths
Number/Calculation

Know 2, 5, 10x tables

Begin to use place value (T/U)

Count in 2s, 3s, 5s & 10s

Identify, represent & estimate numbers

Compare / order numbers, inc. < > =

Write numbers to 100

Know number facts to 20 (+ related to 100)

Use x and ÷ symbols

Recognise commutative property of multiplication
Geometry & Measures

Know and use standard measures

Read scales to nearest whole unit

Use symbols for € and cents and add/subtract
simple sums of less than € 1 or in euros

Tell time to the nearest 5 minutes

Identify & sort 2-d & 3-d shapes

Identify 2-d shapes on 3-d surfaces

Order and arrange mathematical objects

Use terminology of position & movement

The Puzzle Pieces are:


Being Me in My World



Celebrating Difference



Dreams and Goals



Healthy Me



Relationships



Changing Me

Fractions

Find and write simple fractions

Understand equivalence of e.g. 2/4 = 1/2
Data




Interpret simple tables & pictograms
Ask & answer comparison questions
Ask & answer questions about totalling

International Primary Curriculum
IPC in Year 2

Brainwave

The Magic Toymaker

The Stories People Tell

What’s It Made Of

Look And Listen

All Dressed Up

Brainwave
Our brain is special because it does lots of amazing things. Once we understand how our brain works and what we can do to make it work even better, then we can
improve the way that we learn.
The Magic Toymaker
Toys come in many shapes and sizes. They are made of different materials but all are designed for us to have fun with, to learn new skills and to exercise our bodies and our imagination.
The Stories People Tell Us
Many of the stories that we enjoy today are influenced by the stories that have been passed down through the ages. By studying older stories, such as myths and legends, we can become
storytellers too, writing and performing our own stories to entertain people today.
What’s It Made Of?
Everything we touch is made up of a material: wood, plastic, fabric, glass, gold, steel, etc. We use different materials to make different objects. Why? We are going to find out!
Look And Listen
Have you ever wondered how you can hear and how you can see? You can hear a dog barking and you can see it wag its tail. You can hear me talking and you can see me smiling at you. What
makes hearing and seeing possible? Let’s find out!
All Dressed Up
Have you ever seen an elephant in a dress? Or a giraffe in a pair of jeans? Of course not, because unlike animals, only humans wear clothes. Clothes are an important part of our lives. They
can keep us warm (or cool). We can wear different colours and designs and change them for different occasions, we can follow the latest fashions – and even make them ourselves! So what
do the clothes you wear say about you?

International Primary Curriculum
Our Year 2 learners will focus on learning targets in the following areas:

Science

Technology

Geography

Art

History
ICT

International

The Key Skills that we will assess our learners against:
Science

History

Be able, with help, to conduct simple investigations

Be able to use key words and phrases relating to the passing of
time

Technology

Geography

Be able to plan what they are going to make

Be able to make maps and plans of real and imaginary

Art

International

Be able to use a variety of materials and processes

Be able to respect one another

ICT
Be able to use ICT to present information

